FEATURE BRIEF

Continuous Data Protection (CDP)
Your “Undo” Button For Unexpected Events

WHAT IS CDP?
DataCore’s Continuous Data Protection (CDP) provides a clever way to restore
your data to a specific point in time. CDP continuously logs and timestamps
data written to designated storage, allowing you to revert back to a time
you choose. In doing so, it operates independently of any backup window or
snapshot frequency, minimizing possible data loss. CDP complements your
backup solution without being a replacement for it.
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CDP continuously logs and timestamps I/Os written to your designated storage, allowing you to revert back to any time
you choose within the most recent 14-day period. Because it has tracked all the changes to your data, it works like an
“undo” button. Continuous Data Protection is an integrated capability of DataCore SANsymphony™.1
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Once activated, CDP delivers granularity on rollbacks to provide improved Recovery Point Objective (RPO) and Recovery
Time Objective (RTO) – both close to zero. CDP operates independently of any backup window, minimizing possible data
loss. Moreover, CDP offers detailed analysis and troubleshooting capabilities, which can be used to identify malware
attacks. For example, a ransomware attack would suddenly increase the Recovery Log size, which is monitored by CDP.
You can set thresholds to be alerted when they are exceeded.
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HERE’S HOW IT WORKS:

CONTINUOUS DATA PROTECTION IN
A NUTSHELL

1. Turn CDP on and select the data you want to protect.

• Rollback to restore your data to an arbitrary point

2. Select the space where the Recovery Log should be

in time

stored (could be a remote site) and define its size.

• Logs and timestamps all I/Os to the selected storage

3. If a rollback is needed:

• Operates independent of operating system or

• Identify the exact time before the error/attack occurred

applications - no host agents required

– you have the option to test multiple rollback points.

• No need to quiesce or interrupt applications

• Execute the rollback – it just takes seconds.

• Easy to enable protection and create rollbacks of

• You will then receive a new volume containing all data

your data

as it was at the selected point in time.

CDP complements your backup solution, but is not a

When you no longer want to use CDP, just switch it off – the

replacement for it. Backups are needed for longer retention

allocated storage for the Recovery Log will be automatically

periods than 14 days. Moreover CDP does not create a

made available as free storage space.

media change (e.g. from disk to tape) which may be useful
because of compliance regulations. It also does not replace
any replication mechanism, even when it is possible to
write the Recovery Log to a remote location; Synchronous
Mirroring and Asynchronous Replication are separate
capabilities specifically for this purpose.
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WHAT’S NEXT?
See CDP in action and schedule a 15-minute live demo with
one of our Solution Architects: info.datacore.com/LiveDemo

¹ Depending on the license you have, CDP may need an additional activation
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As a pioneer of SDS and storage virtualization, DataCore holds 22 patents and is trusted by over
10,000 customers worldwide. With deep industry expertise, continuous innovation and a proven
history of modernizing SDS for the software-defined datacenter, DataCore is the Authority on
Software-Defined Storage™.

AWARD-WINNING GLOBAL SUPPORT TEAM
Distributed across three major service hubs strategically located in Europe, North America and Asia,
the award-winning DataCore Support Centers are staffed 100% with Level 3 Service Engineers. When you
contact DataCore Technical Support, the first responder is an experienced professional who owns your
issue from inception to resolution regardless of the vendor. DataCore cares about its customers not which
vendor’s problem it is. We believe world-class support is the backbone of our customer relationships.
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Discover the Ultimate Flexibility of DataCore Software
REQUEST A DEMO

DataCore software-defined & hyperconverged storage solutions reduce costs, eliminate
vendor lock-in, and deliver ultimate flexibility in how organizations manage, build and
modernize their storage infrastructures.

See why over 10,000 customers recognize DataCore Software as the
most flexible software-defined storage platform and visit www.datacore.com
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